1. 
P ieter Ampe & Guilherme Garrido "Still Difficult Duet" & "Still
Standing You" (8–10.3 2011)
2. TIR Performance "Kartlägger DEL 1" (15–16.3 2011)
3. Robin Jonsson "Simulations" (19–21.3 2011)
4. Mette Edvardsen "Black" (26–27.3 2011)
5. 
A ron Blom "SAM", Salka Ardal Rosengren & Mikko Hyvönen "Trash
Talk" (30.3–1.4 2011)
6. 
D aniel AlmgrenRecén & Alma Söderberg "Abdikation Nu" (2–3.4 2011)
7. 
M ette Invartsen & Guillem Mont de Palol "All the way out there…"
(9–10.4 2011)
8. 
D orte Olesen "The Bad The Good The Ugly" (13–17.4 2011)
9. 
A nna Källblad, Annette Taranto & Chrichan Larson "À une raison"
(14–15.5 2011)
10. 
D OCH (22~29.5 2011)
11. 
K rõõt Juurak "Scripted Smalltalk" (27.8 2011)
12. 
X avier Le Roy "Le Sacre du Printemps" (26–27.8 2011)
13. 
T he House of Bertha "White Noise" (10–11.9 2011)
14. 
A manda Apetrea & Halla Ólafsdóttir "Beauty and the Beast" (23–
24.9 2011)
15. 
J efta van Dinther, DD Dorvillier, Frédéric Gies "The Blanket
Dance" (11–12.10 2011)
16. Björn Säfsten "Display" (14–16.10 2011)
17. 
S idney Leoni & Luís Miguel Félix "War of Fictions" (21–22.10
2011)
18. 
M DT presents a fine selection with Ludvig Daae, Jolika Sudermann,
Alma Söderberg, Lisa Östberg & Maria Öhman (11–12.11 2011)
19. Sebastian Lingserius "alt. org" (25–26.11 2011)
20. 
A ndrea Berglund, Filippa Hanzon, Louise Blad & Maria Jennefelt
"Middagsbjudningen" (30.11 2011)
21. 
D OCH Master Students of Choreography Present "The Coming BoogieWoogie" (8–17.12 2011)
± 22. 
Jens Östberg "Pre-study for Hamlet: looking for emotional truth"/
Jared Gradinger & Angela Schubot "What they are instead of" (14–
16.3 2012)
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quotes
'The 'coming of the self' is imminent; and the process of collective 'individualization'
is living itself out in human history. One way or another, the world is going to be
made a single whole entity. But it will be unified either in mutual mass destruction
or by means of mutual human consciousness. If a sufficient number of individuals
can have the experience of the coming of the Self as an individual, inner
experience, we may just possibly be spared the worst features of its external
manifestation. '
daniel Pinchbeck

The only way to survive the apocalypse is to undergo it first within your own being'
Edward Edinger

There are countless ways of existing with
each other if we assume our body does
not end with our skin. (Donna Haraway)
Time! What are you oh Time! You exist only to the extent that we human beings are
unhappy! In happiness there is notice: our consciousness stands still; the concept
of time disappears. Only when happiness is over do we suddenly realize that while
our consciousness was hovering timelessly in the eternal present, time was rushing
onward. But unhappiness too knows no time, for the more unhappy we feel, the
slower time goes by; minutes seem hours, and in our moments of deepest despair,
when sufferings and torture are unbearable, every moment becomes an infinity;
time freezes!! Oh how right satan is! The highest and the lowest are as alike as two
twins, just like reality and its reflection, appearance. Happiness is time eternity, and
the opposite, unhappiness is endless time- infinity' Elisabeth Haisch (INITIATION)
The outer form is only the mantle of the inner being. When one knows the inner
being and when on is the inner being, he uses the outer form only as an instrument
but does not identify himself with it! The body is only the robe of the self. You wear
clothing too, and yet you are not clothing. In the very same way you wear a body
which can be either male or female, but your self stands above the sexes and is
neither man nor woman. The self is the creator. The person, the physical, material
manifestation is only one half of the true being. The other half has remained behind
in the unconscious, unmanifested state. And whether a manifestation is male or
female depends merely on which half has incarnated itself. When a person has
made both halves of his being conscious and experienced them consciously, he
has become identical with his SELF, and then carries within himself both the male
and female principles in complete equilibrium.
Elisabeth Haisch (INITIATION)
We are searching for our return to paradise. .. jared gradinger

Quote about our work from Lisa Densem:
Other performers use different strategies, again, to evade the self, by actively
covering their faces, for instance, in order to attend to the materiality of the body
and enter into a ‘becoming’. In the recent performance of ‘Is Maybe’, the Berlin
based choreographers, Jared Gradinger and Angela Schubot, created a duet where
each covered the other’s face with their hand. In this way their two bodies seemed
to become one, to create another being or ‘thing’ out of themselves but at the
same time to create a duality where we were able to see, on the one hand, Jared
and Angela, and on the other, the ‘thing’ or being that they shared and which
seemed to exist in a logic of it’s own universe. This work searched for a freedom
from a habituated, implicated self through the creation of this other body or
‘thing’, which was both them and not them, and which enabled the conditions for
both to be in a state of constant ‘becoming’.

(first text written before we even started working)

What they are

instead wants…..
The project tries to develop a contemporary movement language by translating
modern comforts of character- art into the body and its expressions.
Based on the idea of the avatar created in the (virtual) world, we want to transfer
the principle ‘surrogate/representative’ of the user into a duet work and attempt
to take it further.
Choosing an ‘object’ which represents the embodiment of your self is actually
an attempt to live out something belonging to you inside of something else. It
allows something that you associate being a part of you to blossom outside of
your own visible persona.
What if you actually try to make another ‘living’ body be an extension of your
own physical body? And then attach it to socio-physical and psychological
(hidden) desires. That is, what we will try to do.
„Warum sollten unsere körper an der haut enden oder bestenfalls andere von
haut umschlossene wesen enthalten?“(Donna Haraway)
The duet-situation allows us to choose the other as a matrix/agars for our own
personality and at the same time, remove everything that can not be fulfilled in

one body in regard to another.
‘What they are instead of’ is an attempt to
- live ‘out’ inside of the other; to make seen and heard what has too little space
inside of you, and to make the other the surrogate for something that would
burst your own bonds. It is an experiment in how to complete yourself inside of
another body.
-To extend the scope of your body by incorporating the other body.
-To make yourself visible for yourself by letting the other become you and be
observed by you.
-To try to occupy the other body with your hidden desires.
-To breed inside the other what you would never allow to grow inside of
yourself.
-And of course to learn about the limits and the mutating capabilities of your
opponent, and to unfold what is the ‘you’ you want to disguise/enlarge/escape.

-Which kinds of entombed bodies we will find?
-Is it possible to incorporate something into your self or to be taken in by
someone else?
-What does this mean for the understanding of the individuality of the body for
it’s physical borders?
-Is it possible for your skin to incorporate another?
The Internal avatar- a journey on range
Avatars range from life like humans to more fanciful robots, animals, and
mythical creatures. We also want to work on the whole range of physical
possibilities of creatures and beings. We search for a body that is continually
transforming, constituting a language that is both rigorously identifiable and
constantly mutating.
We will work within the body’s comfort-zone but also touch its limits by touching
its extreme territories like ‘the robot’, ‘the monsters’, or ‘the dead’
The robot is the ultimate limit of the contemporary body, the monster of
normality; the stillness of movement, and the ultimate limit of the body’s
existence is the attempt to completely disappear.

The external avatar- a piece which does not want to be there
We’re searching for the on-stage performer’s quality of negotiating the dance/
the body which looks at people and their manner of reacting. Their mutual
attempts at representation from the inside and thus gives audience members
the opportunity of identification. which deconstructs and reconstructs what the
body is. And can be.
Because the project is about negotiating the boundaries of the body- not representing it, we want to give up all the responsibility for the “outside “
appearance of the “piece” by camouflaging the piece as a concert.
Because we want to find physical immediacy we choose the clear frame of a
concert for us to reflect of the wish to loose control, to give up responsability.
Because getting lost is ironically the way to negotiate.
Of course in this ambivalent constellation, formal aspects finally become
content-related subjects. Something that has previously led a life in the
shadows suddenly appears, without having itself caused this appearance.
Something diffuse slowly crystallizes as a clear idea.
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